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Beleggen in vastgoed ingewikkeld of alleen voor rijken? Helemaal niet! Myrthe de Groot
legt je in ‘Koop je Rijk’ uit hoe gemakkelijk het is om in stenen te beleggen en leert je
alle tips & tricks. Iedereen kan investeren in vastgoed. Je hoeft niet over veel geld te
beschikken of overmatig rekentalent. Dat is de boodschap van ‘Koop je Rijk’. Of je
beleggen overweegt voor je pensioen, voor extra inkomen of meer zekerheid of vrijheid,
vastgoed is een eenvoudige manier om geld voor je te laten werken. Myrthe de Groot
rolde bij toeval in het vastgoed. Nu helpt ze met haar bedrijf Actief vele andere
vastgoedbeleggers van klein tot groot. In dit boek laat ze zien dat in stenen beleggen
voor iedereen is weggelegd en dat je met weinig geld kunt beginnen. Ze neemt je stap
voor stap mee door het hele proces en legt onder andere uit hoe je je doelen bepaalt,
waar je aantrekkelijk vastgoed vindt en hoe je het het beste financiert. Lees ook over
het hefboomeffect waardoor je vermogen nog sneller groeit en hoe je valkuilen kunt
vermijden. In duidelijke, no-nonsense taal vertelt Myrthe je dat investeren niet eng is,
maar juist slim en maakt ze alle principes achter beleggen in vastgoed helder. Verder
komen er allerlei specialisten aan het woord en andere ervaringsdeskundigen zoals
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beleggers in garageboxen en woningen maar ook hele appartementencomplexen of
winkelcentra.
Filosofische studie over de betekenis van toeval, onzekerheid, risico en menselijk falen.
Risk, Surprises and Black Swans provides an in depth analysis of the risk concept with
a focus on the critical link to knowledge; and the lack of knowledge, that risk and
probability judgements are based on. Based on technical scientific research, this book
presents a new perspective to help you understand how to assess and manage
surprising, extreme events, known as ‘Black Swans’. This approach looks beyond the
traditional probability-based principles to offer a broader insight into the important
aspects of uncertain events and in doing so explores the ways to manage them. This
book recognises the fundamental issues surrounding risk assessment and risk
management to help you to understand and prepare for black swan events. Complete
with international examples to illustrate ideas and concepts Integrates risk management
and resilience based thinking Suitable for a variety of applications including
engineering, finance and security.
Meeslepende geschiedenis van een vergeten oorlog In het midden van de negentiende
eeuw was de Krim het toneel van een gruwelijke strijd die minstens 800.000 levens
eiste. Op en rond het grote schiereiland trok een machtige coalitie van Britse, Franse
en Turkse troepen ten oorlog tegen het Russische leger, gedreven door het angstbeeld
van een Rusland dat heer en meester zou worden in een gebied dat zich uitstrekte van
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de Balkan tot de Perzische Golf. Het nieuwe boek van Orlando Figes is een even
boeiend als huiveringwekkend relaas over de Krimoorlog (1853-1856). Figes gaat
uitgebreid in op de militaire en politieke verwikkelingen, maar besteedt daarnaast veel
aandacht aan het leven op de Krim en aan de cultuur die in het strijdgewoel teloorging.
Aan de hand van een schat aan fascinerende bronnen vertelt hij op meeslepende wijze
over de bloedige strijd en over de zware slag die Rusland werd toegebracht. 'De
Krimoorlog () voldoet aan de eisen van een briljant boek. Het weet de aanvankelijk
matig geïnteresseerde lezer van meet af aan te boeien en soms zelfs mee te slepen.
Figes is een voortreffelijk schrijver en heeft bovendien Russische archieven kunnen
raadplegen die voor zijn voorgangers nog gesloten waren.' Trouw '() die stijl die net als
in eerder werk kristalhelder en meeslepend is, op het bedwelmende af ().' De
Volkskrant 'Met zijn nieuwe boek () ontrukt de Engelse historicus Orlando Figes dit
conflict op magistrale wijze aan de vergetelheid. Aanloop, verloop, afloop: Figes
beschrijft en analyseert het allemaal even goed.' NRC Handelsblad 'Figes lezen is een
genot. Zijn stijl is meeslepend, het tempo is strak, zijn ontleding is haarscherp en zijn
standpunten zijn uitdagend. De Krimoorlog is een voltreffer.' De Morgen
Het gaat goed met Nederland. De economie groeit, de werkloosheid daalt, de financiën
lijken op orde. Gaat het (dus) ook goed met onze democratische rechtsstaat? Bij
Herman Tjeenk Willink, voormalig voorzitter van de Eerste Kamer en oud-vicepresident
van de Raad van State, rijst steeds vaker de angstige vraag: hoe stevig zijn onze
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instituties als het er echt om gaat spannen? Hoe 'Heldhaftig, Vastberaden en
Barmhartig' zijn wij, burgers, als medeburgers buiten de maatschappelijke orde worden
verklaard? Wat blijft er van de democratische rechtsstaat over als feiten en waarden
het afleggen tegen beelden en sentimenten? In de afgelopen veertig jaar heeft Herman
Tjeenk Willink zich in al zijn functies ontpopt als een onvermoeibaar verdediger van de
democratische rechtsstaat en geharnast tegenstander van de overheid als bedrijf. De
ontwikkelingen van de laatste jaren en zijn vele gesprekken, vooral met professionals
op de werkvloer, rechters en betrokken burgers, hebben hem ertoe verleid zijn
gedachten opnieuw tegen het licht te houden. Groter denken, kleiner doen is een even
noodzakelijk als verrassend antwoord op de problemen en uitdagingen van onze tijd.
The most influential book of the past seventy-five years: a groundbreaking exploration
of everything we know about what we don’t know, now with a new section called “On
Robustness and Fragility.” A black swan is a highly improbable event with three
principal characteristics: It is unpredictable; it carries a massive impact; and, after the
fact, we concoct an explanation that makes it appear less random, and more
predictable, than it was. The astonishing success of Google was a black swan; so was
9/11. For Nassim Nicholas Taleb, black swans underlie almost everything about our
world, from the rise of religions to events in our own personal lives. Why do we not
acknowledge the phenomenon of black swans until after they occur? Part of the
answer, according to Taleb, is that humans are hardwired to learn specifics when they
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should be focused on generalities. We concentrate on things we already know and time
and time again fail to take into consideration what we don’t know. We are, therefore,
unable to truly estimate opportunities, too vulnerable to the impulse to simplify, narrate,
and categorize, and not open enough to rewarding those who can imagine the
“impossible.” For years, Taleb has studied how we fool ourselves into thinking we
know more than we actually do. We restrict our thinking to the irrelevant and
inconsequential, while large events continue to surprise us and shape our world. In this
revelatory book, Taleb will change the way you look at the world, and this second
edition features a new philosophical and empirical essay, “On Robustness and
Fragility,” which offers tools to navigate and exploit a Black Swan world. Taleb is a
vastly entertaining writer, with wit, irreverence, and unusual stories to tell. He has a
polymathic command of subjects ranging from cognitive science to business to
probability theory. Elegant, startling, and universal in its applications, The Black Swan is
a landmark book—itself a black swan.
De apostel Thomas geloofde niet dat Jezus uit de dood was opgestaan. Hij eiste
bewijzen. Dat werd hem kwalijk genomen: ‘Zalig zijn zij die niet zien en toch geloven.’
Maar Thomas had een punt. Buitengewone beweringen vragen buitengewone
bewijzen. Ons brein is kwetsbaar voor onredelijke opvattingen. We leggen makkelijk
verkeerde verbanden, maken verkeerde statistische inschattingen en vertrouwen te
veel op onze waarneming en ons geheugen. Wetenschappelijk geschoolde mensen zijn
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beter gewapend tegen irrationele en pseudowetenschappelijke denkbeelden. Tegelijk
zijn intelligente mensen meer bedreven in het verdedigen en rationaliseren van
aantoonbaar foute overtuigingen. Niemand is dus immuun voor pseudowetenschap,
bijgeloof en irrationeel denken. In De ongelovige Thomas heeft een punt bespreken de
auteurs naast pseudowetenschappelijke theorieën ook historische en actuele
voorbeelden van opvattingen die gebaseerd zijn op drogredenen, verkeerde
veronderstellingen, valse intuïties en vele andere cognitieve valkuilen, zoals
complottheorieën, het monster van Loch Ness, UFO’s, telepathie, geloof in geesten, de
lijkwade van Turijn, de verschrikkelijke sneeuwman, aliens, mirakels, homeopathie,
graancirkels, enzovoort. Ze verduidelijken de verschillen tussen wetenschap en
pseudowetenschap, tussen kritisch en onkritisch denken, en tussen zin en onzin.
Iedereen die de kwaliteit van zijn denken wil bevorderen, heeft baat bij dit boek. Met
een voorwoord van Jean Paul Van Bendegem. Johan Braeckman (1965) studeerde
aan de UGent, de VUB en de University of California. Hij publiceerde boeken over bioethiek, Darwin en de geschiedenis van de wijsbegeerte. Hij was Socrates Hoogleraar
aan de Universiteit van Amsterdam en doceert filosofie aan de UGent. Maarten Boudry
(1984) studeerde wijsbegeerte en wetenschapsfilosofie aan de UGent. Hij schreef een
doctoraat over pseudowetenschappen en publiceerde over wetenschap en religie,
evolutietheorie, irrationaliteit en wetenschappelijk naturalisme. Hij is ook redactielid bij
Skepp. http://www.houtekiet.be/boeken/p/detail/de-ongelovige-thomas-heeft-een-punt-ePage 6/30
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* Our summary is short, simple and pragmatic. It allows you to have the essential ideas of a big
book in less than 30 minutes. By reading this summary, you will discover a new way of
understanding uncertainty through the concept of the Black Swan. You will also discover : that
the Black Swan is a surprising, unpredictable event with far-reaching consequences; why you
fail to make predictions; that you are wrong to trust those you consider to be experts in their
field; that you can take advantage of uncertainty. The world is made of uncertainties, but man
continues to seek to understand and predict it. The more informed society is, the more expert it
thinks it is and the more capable it is of understanding the world. However, when it discovers
that not all swans are white, its very notion of knowledge is turned upside down. This event,
which was very unlikely and with strong consequences, is called by Nassim Nicholas Taleb the
"Black Swan". It can lead to success or failure and can make history. How can you approach
this phenomenon and take advantage of it in your personal life? *Buy now the summary of this
book for the modest price of a cup of coffee!
Ready for a Black Swan Theory change? The 'black Swan theory' either 'theory of black Swan
events' is a figure of speech that explains an happening that appears like a shock, has a chief
result, and is frequently insuitably rationalized following the reality with the help of hindsight.
There has never been a Black Swan Theory Guide like this. It contains 29 answers, much
more than you can imagine; comprehensive answers and extensive details and references,
with insights that have never before been offered in print. Get the information you need--fast!
This all-embracing guide offers a thorough view of key knowledge and detailed insight. This
Guide introduces what you want to know about Black Swan Theory. A quick look inside of
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some of the subjects covered: Common Cause Variation - Importance to economics, Narrative
fallacy, Extreme risk - Black swan theory, The Black Swan: The Impact of the Highly
Improbable - Summary, Evaluative diversity - Against individualism, Wild card (foresight),
Nassim Nicholas Taleb - Finance career, Common cause and special cause (statistics) Importance to economics, Delphi method - Discussion, Index of epistemology articles - B, The
Black Swan (2007 book), Potential future exposure - Relevance, The Black Swan (2007 book)
- Summary, Decision engineering, Juvenal - Literary and cultural influence, The Black Swan
(2007 book) - Part one: Umberto Eco's anti-library, or how we seek validation, Moral diversity Against individualism, Nassim Taleb - Finance career, Special Cause Variation - Importance to
economics, Narrative fallacy - Overview: Black Swan theory, Common-cause and specialcause - Importance to economics, Macro risk, Abductive reasoning - Deduction, induction, and
abduction, The Black Swan (Taleb book), Value at risk - History of VaR, Common cause and
special cause - Importance to economics, Statistical decision theory - General criticism,
Common- and special-causes - Importance to economics, and much more...
The Black Swan by Nassim Nicholas Taleb | Key Takeaways, Analysis & Review Preview: The
Black Swan by Nassim Nicholas Taleb is a philosophical treatment of Taleb's research on
highly improbable, high-impact events. These events, which Taleb calls “Black Swans,” are so
improbable that they are unpredictable. However, pundits and scholars are often inclined to fit
such extreme events into a causal narrative after the fact, in order to make history appear
more organized… PLEASE NOTE: This is key takeaways and analysis of the book and NOT the
original book. Inside this Instaread of The Black Swan:Overview of the bookImportant
PeopleKey TakeawaysAnalysis of Key Takeaways
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Startling, Profound And Universal, The Black Swan Will Change The Way You Look At The
World. For Nassim Nicholas Taleb, Bestselling Author Of Fooled By Randomness, Black
Swans Underlie Almost Everything, From The Rise Of Religions, To Events In Our Own
Personal Lives. A Black Swan Is A Highly Improbable Event With Three Principle
Characteristics: Its Unpredictability; Its Massive Impact; And, After It Has Happened, Our
Desire To Make It Appear Less Random And More Predictable Than It Was. The Astonishing
Success Of Google Was A Black Swan; So Was 9/11. Why Do We Not Acknowledge The
Phenomenon Of Black Swans? Why Are We Unable To Estimate Risk: Falling Vulnerable To
The Impulse To Simplify, Narrate And Categorize, Rather Than Opening Ourselves Up To The
&Lsquo;Impossible&Rsquo;? For Years, Taleb Has Studied How We Fool Ourselves Into
Thinking We Know More Than We Actually Do, Restricting Our Knowledge To The Irrelevant
And Inconsequential, So That Large Events Continue To Surprise Us An Shape Our World.
We May Even Be Hard-Wired To Learn Specifics When We Should Be Focused On
Generalities. Now In This Revelatory Book, He Explains Everything We Know About What We
Don&Rsquo;T Know. Taleb Is A Vastly Entertaining Writer, With Wit, Irreverence, And Unusual
Stories To Tell. He Has A Polymathic Command Of Subjects Ranging From Cognitive Science
To Business To Probability Theory. The Black Swan Is A Landmark Book-It Might Even Be A
Black Swan.
Antifragile is a standalone book in Nassim Nicholas Taleb’s landmark Incerto series, an
investigation of opacity, luck, uncertainty, probability, human error, risk, and decision-making in
a world we don’t understand. The other books in the series are Fooled by Randomness, The
Black Swan, Skin in the Game, and The Bed of Procrustes. Nassim Nicholas Taleb, the
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bestselling author of The Black Swan and one of the foremost thinkers of our time, reveals how
to thrive in an uncertain world. Just as human bones get stronger when subjected to stress and
tension, and rumors or riots intensify when someone tries to repress them, many things in life
benefit from stress, disorder, volatility, and turmoil. What Taleb has identified and calls
“antifragile” is that category of things that not only gain from chaos but need it in order to
survive and flourish. In The Black Swan, Taleb showed us that highly improbable and
unpredictable events underlie almost everything about our world. In Antifragile, Taleb stands
uncertainty on its head, making it desirable, even necessary, and proposes that things be built
in an antifragile manner. The antifragile is beyond the resilient or robust. The resilient resists
shocks and stays the same; the antifragile gets better and better. Furthermore, the antifragile is
immune to prediction errors and protected from adverse events. Why is the city-state better
than the nation-state, why is debt bad for you, and why is what we call “efficient” not efficient
at all? Why do government responses and social policies protect the strong and hurt the weak?
Why should you write your resignation letter before even starting on the job? How did the
sinking of the Titanic save lives? The book spans innovation by trial and error, life decisions,
politics, urban planning, war, personal finance, economic systems, and medicine. And
throughout, in addition to the street wisdom of Fat Tony of Brooklyn, the voices and recipes of
ancient wisdom, from Roman, Greek, Semitic, and medieval sources, are loud and clear.
Antifragile is a blueprint for living in a Black Swan world. Erudite, witty, and iconoclastic,
Taleb’s message is revolutionary: The antifragile, and only the antifragile, will make it. Praise
for Antifragile “Ambitious and thought-provoking . . . highly entertaining.”—The Economist “A
bold book explaining how and why we should embrace uncertainty, randomness, and error . . .
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It may just change our lives.”—Newsweek
Lewis wil de ziel blootleggen van de financiële crisis en gaat op reis. Hij spreekt met IJslandse
vissers die naïef en zonder opleiding bankier werden (en nu weer visser zijn); hij praat met de
Griekse premier over de onuitroeibare neiging om te frauderen en te sjoemelen; en hij leert in
Ierland waarom de doorgaans pessimistische Ieren vanaf 2000 enthousiast huizen gingen
bouwen zonder zich af te vragen wie die huizen moest gaan kopen. Terug in Amerika beschrijft
hij een hilarische en surreële fietstocht met Arnold Schwarzenegger, die in hoog tempo over
zijn schouder uitlegt waarom hij de staat Californië met zo'n grote schuld moest achterlaten.
Net als Geert Mak maakt Lewis in persoonlijke verhalen de grote lijnen van de (recente)
geschiedenis zichtbaar.
Denken is niet zo simpel als we denken en toch doen we het de hele dag door, we kunnen niet
anders. Maar hoe zouden we béter kunnen denken? Dingen sneller kunnen doorzien? In zijn
wetenschappelijke carrière heeft Daniel C. Dennett over talrijke disciplines geschreven,
gesproken en nagedacht: psychologie, biologie, computerwetenschap, natuurkunde. Dit boek
is een staalkaart van zijn kunnen en een handreiking aan de lezer: beeldend laat hij zien hoe je
scherper kunt denken en hoe je ideeën overtuigender over het voetlicht kunt krijgen. Die
voorbeelden gaan van sprinkhanen die priemgetallen begrijpen tot en met het spelletje `steen,
papier en schaar : Dennett biedt een strategie om dat te winnen, en legt uit dat je met die
kennis steviger aan de onderhandeltafel zit.

ABOUT THE BOOK The first edition of Nassim Nicholas Taleb’s second mainstream
work, The Black Swan: The Impact of the Highly Improbable, was published by
Random House in April of 2007. In this book Taleb says many, many things; he warns
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against the dangers of ignoring outliers and trusting experts; he gives advice on how to
position oneself to take advantage of the unexpected; he creates a fictional narrative
about an author’s rise to literary stardom; and he draws upon the work of some of his
favorite (as well as his most despised) thinkers in the fields of philosophy, mathematics,
and psychology. But the thing about The Black Swan that is most likely to grab the
contemporary reader’s attention is its apparent prediction of the financial collapse that
occurred only a few months after its publication. Though Taleb argues against the
validity of economic forecasts, he makes some eerily specific critiques of the banking
industry, “just months before the subprime fiasco rocked global markets and led banks
to announce at least $208 billion worth of writedowns,” according to Bloomberg News.
Any criticisms of The Black Swan seem to fade given the uncanny timing of its release.
In the wake of the financial crisis, while other economists cringed at their lack of
foresight, Taleb was hailed as a prophet. EXCERPT FROM THE BOOK While we might
prefer to believe that the world operates in a linear fashion, Taleb assures us this is not
so. Says Taleb, “[N]onlinear relationships are ubiquitous in life. Linear relationships are
truly the exception; we focus on them in classrooms and textbooks because they are
easier to understand (89).” Chapter Eight Giacomo Casanova’s Unfailing Luck In
Chapter Eight, Taleb introduces the concept of silent evidence. Like the antilibrary,
silent evidence emphasizes what is not known over what is. Essentially, silent evidence
are those instances which do not produce a Black Swan and thus do not receive
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acknowledgement. As an example, Taleb points to the many, many talented writers
who never get their big break and whose work, therefore, is never inducted into the
literary canon. Since such works are generally inaccessible, we tend to discount their
relevance and focus solely on the Black Swan works that did, through some
combination of talent and good fortune, secure their place in literature. In essence we
tend to give disproportionate weight to the stories of those who succeed in some
manner or another -- by making a medical breakthrough, by becoming a millionaire, or,
in some cases, by simply surviving. The tendency to ignore silent evidence (the
failures), Taleb says, results in a distortion bias, “the difference between what you see
and what is there... Buy the book to continue reading! Follow @hyperink on Twitter!
Visit us at www.facebook.com/hyperink! Go to www.hyperink.com to join our newsletter
and get awesome freebies! CHAPTER OUTLINE Nassim Taleb's The Black Swan +
Introduction to The Black Swan + Introducing Nassim Nicholas Taleb + The Black
Swan: An Introductory Overview + Chapter Summaries + ...and much more
The landmark five-book series—all together in one ebook bundle The Incerto is an
investigation of opacity, luck, uncertainty, probability, human error, risk, and decision
making when we don’t understand the world, expressed in the form of a personal
essay with autobiographical sections, stories, parables, and philosophical, historical,
and scientific discussions, in non-overlapping volumes that can be accessed in any
order. The main thread is that while there is inordinate uncertainty about what is going
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on, there is great certainty as to what one should do about it. This ebook bundle
includes: FOOLED BY RANDOMNESS THE BLACK SWAN THE BED OF
PROCRUSTES ANTIFRAGILE SKIN IN THE GAME
After his wife's untimely death, a powerful sorcerer dedicates his life to seeking revenge
against all womankind. He turns his captives into beautiful swans--who briefly regain
human form by the fleeting light of the moon. Only Odette, noblest of the enchanted
flock, has the courage to confront her captor. But can she gain the allies she needs to
free herself and the other swan-maidens from their magical slavery?A monumental tale
of loyalty and betrayal, of magic good and evil, of love both carnal and pure, and of the
duality of human nature, The Black Swan is a rich tapestry which is sure to become an
all-time masterpiece of fantasy.
Fooled by Randomness is a standalone book in Nassim Nicholas Taleb’s landmark
Incerto series, an investigation of opacity, luck, uncertainty, probability, human error,
risk, and decision-making in a world we don’t understand. The other books in the
series are The Black Swan, Antifragile, Skin in the Game, and The Bed of Procrustes.
Fooled by Randomness is the word-of-mouth sensation that will change the way you
think about business and the world. Nassim Nicholas Taleb–veteran trader, renowned
risk expert, polymathic scholar, erudite raconteur, and New York Times bestselling
author of The Black Swan–has written a modern classic that turns on its head what we
believe about luck and skill. This book is about luck–or more precisely, about how we
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perceive and deal with luck in life and business. Set against the backdrop of the most
conspicuous forum in which luck is mistaken for skill–the world of trading–Fooled by
Randomness provides captivating insight into one of the least understood factors in all
our lives. Writing in an entertaining narrative style, the author tackles major intellectual
issues related to the underestimation of the influence of happenstance on our lives. The
book is populated with an array of characters, some of whom have grasped, in their
own way, the significance of chance: the baseball legend Yogi Berra; the philosopher of
knowledge Karl Popper; the ancient world’s wisest man, Solon; the modern financier
George Soros; and the Greek voyager Odysseus. We also meet the fictional Nero, who
seems to understand the role of randomness in his professional life but falls victim to
his own superstitious foolishness. However, the most recognizable character of all
remains unnamed–the lucky fool who happens to be in the right place at the right
time–he embodies the “survival of the least fit.” Such individuals attract devoted
followers who believe in their guru’s insights and methods. But no one can replicate
what is obtained by chance. Are we capable of distinguishing the fortunate charlatan
from the genuine visionary? Must we always try to uncover nonexistent messages in
random events? It may be impossible to guard ourselves against the vagaries of the
goddess Fortuna, but after reading Fooled by Randomness we can be a little better
prepared. Named by Fortune One of the Smartest Books of All Time A Financial Times
Best Business Book of the Year
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"Elie Ayache is the only person to present arguments about The Black Swan and rare
events that I had not thought about. He does what philosophical inquiry has always
done: to go the extra mile and look at the world in a deeply philosophical way." Nassim
Nicholas Taleb, PhD, author of The Black Swan, Distinguished Professor, New York
University Polytechnic Institute & Principal, Universa Investments. "Elie Ayache has
uniquely straddled the down-to-earth world of money and complex financial derivatives
and the abstract world of the mind and philosophy. Insightful and insane in equal
measures, this book is not an easy read. I wouldn't recommend this for holiday reading
on the beach but perhaps for while sitting in front of a log fire with a large Scotch, or
probably several.??? Paul Wilmott, author of Frequently Asked Questions in
Quantitative Finance October 19th 1987 was a day of huge change for the global
finance industry. On this day the stock market crashed, the Nobel Prize winning BlackScholes formula failed and volatility smiles were born, and on this day Elie Ayache
began his career, on the trading floor of the French Futures and Options Exchange.
Experts everywhere sought to find a model for this event, and ways to simulate it in
order to avoid a recurrence in the future, but the one thing that struck Elie that day was
the belief that what actually happened on 19th October 1987 is simply non reproducible
outside 19th October 1987 - you cannot reduce it to a chain of causes and effects, or
even to a random generator, that can then be reproduced or represented in a
theoretical framework. The Blank Swan is Elie's highly original treatise on the financial
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markets – presenting a totally revolutionary rethinking of derivative pricing and
technology. It is not a diatribe against Nassim Taleb's The Black Swan, but criticises
the whole background or framework of predictable and unpredictable events – white
and black swans alike – , i.e. the very category of prediction. In this revolutionary book,
Elie redefines the components of the technology needed to price and trade derivatives.
Most importantly, and drawing on a long tradition of philosophy of the event from Henri
Bergson to Gilles Deleuze, to Alain Badiou, and on a recent brand of philosophy of
contingency, embodied by the speculative materialism of Quentin Meillassoux, Elie
redefines the market itself against the common perceptions of orthodox financial theory,
general equilibrium theory and the sociology of finance. This book will change the way
that we think about derivatives and approach the market. If anything, derivatives should
be renamed contingent claims, where contingency is now absolute and no longer
derivative, and the market is just its medium. The book also establishes the missing link
between quantitative modelling (no longer dependent on probability theory but on a
novel brand of mathematics which Elie calls the mathematics of price) and the reality of
the market."
Do you want more free book summaries like this? Download our app for free at
https://www.QuickRead.com/App and get access to hundreds of free book and
audiobook summaries. The Impact of the Highly Improbable. Just because you haven’t
seen something doesn’t mean it doesn’t exist, right? Well, Nassim Nicholas Taleb
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uses this exact logic to explain the Black Swans that happen in our society. A Black
Swan is an improbable or highly unlikely event that has three principal characteristics.
The first two are that it is unpredictable and it carries a massive impact. The third is the
ability to construct an explanation after the fact to make it appear less random, and
more predictable. Think of events like 9/11 or the invention of Google. These Black
Swans, while unpredictable and impactful, could easily be explained in the moments
following the event. Black Swans like these underlie almost everything about the world.
But why can’t we acknowledge them until after they occur? Well, according to Taleb,
humans are simply hardwired to focus on the details rather than see the big picture. We
concentrate only on what we know and understand; therefore, we are unable to
conceptualize the impossible. As you read, you’ll learn that we can learn a thing or two
from turkeys, you'll see how a casino's greatest threat isn't high-rolling gamblers, and
how focusing on what we don't know is critical for making informed decisions.
Nassim Nicholas Taleb’s landmark Incerto series is an investigation of luck,
uncertainty, probability, opacity, human error, risk, disorder, and decision-making in a
world we don’t understand, in nonoverlapping and standalone books. All four
volumes—Antifragile, The Black Swan, Fooled by Randomness, and the expanded
edition of The Bed of Procrustes, updated with more than 50 percent new material—are
now together in one ebook bundle. ANTIFRAGILE “Startling . . . richly crammed with
insights, stories, fine phrases and intriguing asides.”—The Wall Street Journal Just as
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human bones get stronger when subjected to stress and tension, many things in life
benefit from disorder, volatility, and turmoil. What Taleb has identified and calls
“antifragile” is that category of things that not only gain from chaos but need it in order
to survive and flourish. The resilient resists shocks and stays the same; the antifragile
gets better and better. What is crucial is that the antifragile loves errors, as it incurs
small harm and large benefits from them. Spanning politics, urban planning, war,
personal finance, economic systems, and medicine in an interdisciplinary and erudite
style, Antifragile is a blueprint for living in a Black Swan world. THE BLACK SWAN “[A
book] that altered modern thinking.”—The Times (London) A black swan is a highly
improbable event with three principal characteristics: It is unpredictable; it carries a
massive impact; and, after the fact, we concoct an explanation that makes it appear
less random and more predictable. The astonishing success of Google was a black
swan; so was 9/11. In this groundbreaking and prophetic book, Taleb shows that black
swan events underlie almost everything about our world, from the rise of religions to
events in our own personal lives, and yet we—especially the experts—are blind to them.
FOOLED BY RANDOMNESS “[Fooled by Randomness] is to conventional Wall Street
wisdom approximately what Martin Luther’s ninety-five theses were to the Catholic
Church.”—Malcolm Gladwell, The New Yorker Are we capable of distinguishing the
fortunate charlatan from the genuine visionary? Must we always try to uncover
nonexistent messages in random events? Fooled by Randomness is about luck: more
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precisely, about how we perceive luck in our personal and professional experiences.
Set against the backdrop of the most conspicuous forum in which luck is mistaken for
skill—the markets—Fooled by Randomness is an irreverent, eye-opening, and endlessly
entertaining exploration of one of the least understood forces in our lives. THE BED OF
PROCRUSTES “Taleb’s crystalline nuggets of thought stand alone like esoteric
poems.”—Financial Times This collection of aphorisms and meditations expresses
Taleb’s major ideas in ways you least expect. The Bed of Procrustes takes its title from
Greek mythology: the story of a man who made his visitors fit his bed to perfection by
either stretching them or cutting their limbs. With a rare combination of pointed wit and
potent wisdom, Taleb plows through human illusions, contrasting the classical views of
courage, elegance, and erudition against the modern diseases of nerdiness,
philistinism, and phoniness.

Essay over de onzin van economische en andere voorspellingen en onze
gebrekkige perceptie van de werkelijkheid.
Destined to become a market classic, Dynamic Hedging is the only practical
reference in exotic options hedgingand arbitrage for professional traders and
money managers Watch the professionals. From central banks to brokerages to
multinationals, institutional investors are flocking to a new generation of exotic
and complex options contracts and derivatives. But the promise of ever larger
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profits also creates the potential for catastrophic trading losses. Now more than
ever, the key to trading derivatives lies in implementing preventive risk
management techniques that plan for and avoid these appalling downturns.
Unlike other books that offer risk management for corporate treasurers, Dynamic
Hedging targets the real-world needs of professional traders and money
managers. Written by a leading options trader and derivatives risk advisor to
global banks and exchanges, this book provides a practical, real-world
methodology for monitoring and managing all the risks associated with portfolio
management. Nassim Nicholas Taleb is the founder of Empirica Capital LLC, a
hedge fund operator, and a fellow at the Courant Institute of Mathematical
Sciences of New York University. He has held a variety of senior derivative
trading positions in New York and London and worked as an independent floor
trader in Chicago. Dr. Taleb was inducted in February 2001 in the Derivatives
Strategy Hall of Fame. He received an MBA from the Wharton School and a
Ph.D. from University Paris-Dauphine.
The Oxford Handbook of Banking, Second Edition provides an overview and
analysis of developments and research in banking written by leading researchers
in the field. This handbook will appeal to graduate students of economics,
banking and finance, academics, practitioners, regulators, and policy makers.
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Consequently, the book strikes a balance between abstract theory, empirical
analysis, and practitioner, and policy-related material. The Handbook is split into
five parts. Part I, The Theory of Banking, examines the role of banks in the wider
financial system, why banks exist, how they function, and their corporate
governance and risk management practices. Part II deals with Bank Operations
and Performance. A range of issues are covered including bank performance,
financial innovation, and technological change. Aspects relating to small
business, consumer, and mortgage lending are analysed together with
securitization, shadow banking, and payment systems. Part III entitled Regulatory
and Policy Perspectives discusses central banking, monetary policy
transmission, market discipline, and prudential regulation and supervision. Part
IV of the book covers various Macroeconomic Perspectives in Banking. This part
includes a discussion of systemic risk and banking and sovereign crises, the role
of the state in finance and development as well as how banks influence real
economic activity. The final Part V examines International Differences in Banking
Structures and Environments. This part of the Handbook examines banking
systems in the United States, European Union, Japan, Africa, Transition
countries, and the developing nations of Asia and Latin America.
Filosofische studie over het onderschatte belang van geluk en toeval in met
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name de financiële wereld.
Karel V sprak ooit de woorden: 'Ik spreek Spaans tot mijn God, Italiaans tegen de
vrouwen, Frans tegen de mannen en Duits tegen mijn paard.' De onderliggende
these dat verschillende talen in verschillende omstandigheden niet even goed te
gebruiken zijn, wordt ook tegenwoordig nog breed gedragen. Guy Deutscher
daagt ons, in een prikkelende, toegankelijke en humoristische stijl, uit om te
onderzoeken of de taal inderdaad effect heeft op ons wereldbeeld. Hij neemt de
lezer mee op een ontdekkingsreis door de tijd en over de hele wereld en gaat in
op de vraag of de taal ons een spiegel verschaft voor onze culturele omgeving.
Kan deze these wetenschappelijk onderbouwd worden? Zijn alle talen even
complex? Of spreken primitieve volken primitieve talen? Ziet onze wereld,
wanneer men deze in andere talen beschrijft, er ook anders uit?
Nassim Nicholas Taleb's landmark Incerto series is an investigation of luck,
uncertainty, probability, opacity, human error, risk, disorder, and decision-making
in a world we don't understand, in nonoverlapping and standalone books. All four
volumes--Antifragile, The Black Swan, Fooled by Randomness, and the
expanded edition of The Bed of Procrustes, updated with more than 50 percent
new material--are now together in one boxed set. ANTIFRAGILE "Startling . . .
richly crammed with insights, stories, fine phrases and intriguing asides."--The
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Wall Street Journal Just as human bones get stronger when subjected to stress
and tension, many things in life benefit from disorder, volatility, and turmoil. What
Taleb has identified and calls "antifragile" is that category of things that not only
gain from chaos but need it in order to survive and flourish. The resilient resists
shocks and stays the same; the antifragile gets better and better. What is crucial
is that the antifragile loves errors, as it incurs small harm and large benefits from
them. Spanning politics, urban planning, war, personal finance, economic
systems, and medicine in an interdisciplinary and erudite style, Antifragile is a
blueprint for living in a Black Swan world. THE BLACK SWAN "[A book] that
altered modern thinking."--The Times (London) A black swan is a highly
improbable event with three principal characteristics: It is unpredictable; it carries
a massive impact; and, after the fact, we concoct an explanation that makes it
appear less random and more predictable. The astonishing success of Google
was a black swan; so was 9/11. In this groundbreaking and prophetic book, Taleb
shows that black swan events underlie almost everything about our world, from
the rise of religions to events in our own personal lives, and yet we--especially
the experts--are blind to them. FOOLED BY RANDOMNESS "[Fooled by
Randomness] is to conventional Wall Street wisdom approximately what Martin
Luther's ninety-five theses were to the Catholic Church."--Malcolm Gladwell, The
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New Yorker Are we capable of distinguishing the fortunate charlatan from the
genuine visionary? Must we always try to uncover nonexistent messages in
random events? Fooled by Randomness is about luck: more precisely, about
how we perceive luck in our personal and professional experiences. Set against
the backdrop of the most conspicuous forum in which luck is mistaken for
skill--the markets--Fooled by Randomness is an irreverent, eye-opening, and
endlessly entertaining exploration of one of the least understood forces in our
lives. THE BED OF PROCRUSTES "Taleb's crystalline nuggets of thought stand
alone like esoteric poems."--Financial Times This collection of aphorisms and
meditations expresses Taleb's major ideas in ways you least expect. The Bed of
Procrustes takes its title from Greek mythology: the story of a man who made his
visitors fit his bed to perfection by either stretching them or cutting their limbs.
With a rare combination of pointed wit and potent wisdom, Taleb plows through
human illusions, contrasting the classical views of courage, elegance, and
erudition against the modern diseases of nerdiness, philistinism, and phoniness.
The landmark five-book series--all together in one boxed set The Incerto is an
investigation of opacity, luck, uncertainty, probability, human error, risk, and
decision making when we don't understand the world, expressed in the form of a
personal essay with autobiographical sections, stories, parables, and
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philosophical, historical, and scientific discussions, in non-overlapping volumes
that can be accessed in any order. The main thread is that while there is
inordinate uncertainty about what is going on, there is great certainty as to what
one should do about it. This boxed set includes: FOOLED BY RANDOMNESS
THE BLACK SWAN THE BED OF PROCRUSTES ANTIFRAGILE SKIN IN THE
GAME
PLEASE NOTE: This is key takeaways and analysis of the book and NOT the original book.
The Black Swan by Nassim Nicholas Taleb | Key Takeaways, Analysis & Review Preview: The
Black Swan by Nassim Nicholas Taleb is a philosophical treatment of Taleb's research on
highly improbable, high-impact events. These events, which Taleb calls "Black Swans," are so
improbable that they are unpredictable. However, pundits and scholars are often inclined to fit
such extreme events into a causal narrative after the fact, in order to make history appear
more organized... Inside this Instaread of The Black Swan: Overview of the book Important
People Key Takeaways Analysis of Key Takeaways About the Author With Instaread, you can
get the key takeaways and analysis of a book in 15 minutes. We read every chapter, identify
the key takeaways and analyze them for your convenience.
Examines the role of the unexpected, discussing why improbable events are not anticipated or
understood properly, and how humans rationalize the black swan phenomenon to make it
appear less random.
The Bed of Procrustes is a standalone book in Nassim Nicholas Taleb’s landmark Incerto
series, an investigation of opacity, luck, uncertainty, probability, human error, risk, and decisionPage 26/30
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making in a world we don’t understand. The other books in the series are Fooled by
Randomness, The Black Swan, Antifragile, and Skin in the Game. By the author of the modern
classic The Black Swan, this collection of aphorisms and meditations expresses his major
ideas in ways you least expect. The Bed of Procrustes takes its title from Greek mythology: the
story of a man who made his visitors fit his bed to perfection by either stretching them or
cutting their limbs. It represents Taleb’s view of modern civilization’s hubristic side
effects—modifying humans to satisfy technology, blaming reality for not fitting economic models,
inventing diseases to sell drugs, defining intelligence as what can be tested in a classroom,
and convincing people that employment is not slavery. Playful and irreverent, these aphorisms
will surprise you by exposing self-delusions you have been living with but never recognized.
With a rare combination of pointed wit and potent wisdom, Taleb plows through human
illusions, contrasting the classical values of courage, elegance, and erudition against the
modern diseases of nerdiness, philistinism, and phoniness. “Taleb’s crystalline nuggets of
thought stand alone like esoteric poems.”—Financial Times
PLEASE NOTE: THIS IS A GUIDE TO THE ORIGINAL BOOK. Guide to Nassim Nicholas
Taleb's The Black Swan n Preview: The Black Swan by Nassim Nicholas Taleb is a
philosophical treatment of Taleb's research on highly improbable, high-impact events. These
events, which Taleb calls -Black Swans, - are so improbable that they are unpredictable.
However, pundits and scholars are often inclined to fit such extreme events into a causal
narrative after the fact, in order to make history appear more organized... Inside this
companion: -Overview of the book -Important People -Key Insights -Analysis of Key Insights
In De laatste vlucht van Julie Clark vlucht Claire van haar perfecte leven. Op het vliegveld
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ontmoet ze Eva, met wie ze besluit van vliegticket te wisselen. Voor de fans van Ruth Ware. In
De laatste vlucht van Julie Clark heeft Claire Cook ogenschijnlijk het perfecte leven. Ze is
getrouwd met een politicus, woont in een prachtig huis in Manhattan en wordt omringd door
luxe. Maar achter gesloten deuren is haar perfecte echtgenoot een licht ontvlambare hork, en
met hulp van zijn personeel houdt hij Claire dag en nacht strak in de gaten. Wat hij
desondanks niet weet is dat Claire al maandenlang haar ontsnapping aan het voorbereiden is.
Op het vliegveld ontmoet ze Eva, die net als zij op de vlucht is. Ze besluiten van vliegtickets te
wisselen: Claire neemt Eva’s vlucht naar Oakland en Eva gaat naar Puerto Rico. Zo zetten ze
hun achtervolgers even op het verkeerde been. Als Eva’s vliegtuig neerstort beseft Claire dat
dit haar kans is om helemaal opnieuw te beginnen – als Eva. Maar dat betekent ook dat ze
Eva’s problemen erft... ‘Door Clarks voortstuwende proza zullen lezers verslaafd raken aan
het boek en razend benieuwd zijn naar het lot van Eva en Claire.’ – Kirkus Reviews ‘De
morele dilemma’s van beide personages geven gewicht aan deze hartslagverhogende thriller.
Clark is een auteur om te blijven volgen.’ – Publishers Weekly
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A bold work from the author of The Black Swan that
challenges many of our long-held beliefs about risk and reward, politics and religion, finance
and personal responsibility In his most provocative and practical book yet, one of the foremost
thinkers of our time redefines what it means to understand the world, succeed in a profession,
contribute to a fair and just society, detect nonsense, and influence others. Citing examples
ranging from Hammurabi to Seneca, Antaeus the Giant to Donald Trump, Nassim Nicholas
Taleb shows how the willingness to accept one’s own risks is an essential attribute of heroes,
saints, and flourishing people in all walks of life. As always both accessible and iconoclastic,
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Taleb challenges long-held beliefs about the values of those who spearhead military
interventions, make financial investments, and propagate religious faiths. Among his insights: •
For social justice, focus on symmetry and risk sharing. You cannot make profits and transfer
the risks to others, as bankers and large corporations do. You cannot get rich without owning
your own risk and paying for your own losses. Forcing skin in the game corrects this
asymmetry better than thousands of laws and regulations. • Ethical rules aren’t universal.
You’re part of a group larger than you, but it’s still smaller than humanity in general. •
Minorities, not majorities, run the world. The world is not run by consensus but by stubborn
minorities imposing their tastes and ethics on others. • You can be an intellectual yet still be an
idiot. “Educated philistines” have been wrong on everything from Stalinism to Iraq to low-carb
diets. • Beware of complicated solutions (that someone was paid to find). A simple barbell can
build muscle better than expensive new machines. • True religion is commitment, not just faith.
How much you believe in something is manifested only by what you’re willing to risk for it. The
phrase “skin in the game” is one we have often heard but rarely stopped to truly dissect. It is
the backbone of risk management, but it’s also an astonishingly rich worldview that, as Taleb
shows in this book, applies to all aspects of our lives. As Taleb says, “The symmetry of skin in
the game is a simple rule that’s necessary for fairness and justice, and the ultimate BSbuster,” and “Never trust anyone who doesn’t have skin in the game. Without it, fools and
crooks will benefit, and their mistakes will never come back to haunt them.”
Waarom we in de toekomst minder verkopen van meer. Wat gebeurt er wanneer de
mogelijkheden eindeloos lijken te zijn, wanneer alles beschikbaar wordt voor iedereen en het
verschil tussen vraag en aanbod er niet langer toe doet? Door de komst van internet is onze
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wereld veranderd en werden nieuwe waarheden over consumentengedrag onthuld. Chris
Anderson, hoofdredacteur van Wired Magazine, beschrijft in de inmiddels verworden
klassieker The Long Tail de businessmodellen van winkels als Amazon.com, Bol.com en
iTunes en laat zien waarom we in de toekomst minder zullen verkopen van meer. Doorbreek
de tirannie van de grootste gemene deler, ontdek het geheim van de lange staart! 'Dit is een
echte managementklassieker. Bij Bol.com zeggen we altijd dat we The Long Tail hebben
uitgevonden. We waren alleen te druk bezig om er een boek over te schrijven. Goed dat
internetgoeroe Chris Anderson dat wél heeft gedaan!' Daniel Ropers, directeur Bol.com 'The
Long Tail is zowel provocerend als informatief. Dit boek hoort in je boekenkast tussen Tipping
Point en Freakonomics te staan.' Reed Hastings, oprichter en ceo van Netflix 'Een voortreffelijk
boek.' The Times 'Een absolute aanrader en een klassieker in de
marketingliteratuur.'Marketingfacts.nl 'Chris Andersons timing is absoluut perfect. Weinigen
hielden het voor mogelijk dat de toenemende invloed van internet zo veel kansen en
mogelijkheden zou bieden.' Eric Schmidt, voormalig ceo van Google
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